Bring your message to life with our new Cloudlight LED Frames. Our stylish and convenient front-loading Flip-Up frames are now available as LED edge lit frames. Utilizing super bright LEDs that illuminate the entire surface of the acrylic, our edge-lit frames deliver a brilliant graphics display, uniform light distribution, and a long life.

![Beautiful Chicago skyline at night. Size: 54” x 109” less than 1” thick. Any size, any color, 1 minimum. Low Cost. Best Quality. Made in Chicago](image)

- **Bright, Warm White Light at 6000K**
- **Dimmer/flashing switch included** to set the exact brightness level you want or fade in/fade out options
- **Thin Frame Profile** - only .96” thick
- **Mounts flush to wall** - you tell us if where you want cord to exit, out the back of frame or edge of frame
- **Long Life and Low Maintenance and Energy usage** – 50,000 hours and 2 year limited warranty
- **Fast Signage Changes** - flip open sides, insert graphic, and close
- **15 Frame Color Choices, Faux Woods, 4 profile choices**
- **Easy Installation** - just mount to wall with included fasteners and plug into the outlet or hard wire
- **Made to order** any size, minimum 1
- **Security and Anti-Tampering** options available
- **Designed for indoor or dry outdoor area** use only
- **High Quality Anodized Aluminum** - 30% recycled material
- **Free Ground Shipping** on orders over $75 to continental US for sizes 24” x 36” and smaller.
- **Made in Chicago, IL USA** for FAST Delivery nationwide

Contact: Alpina Manufacturing LLC Made in Chicago, IL

sales@fastchangeframes.com

www.fastchangeframes.com

Live person: 1-800-915-2828 8-5 M-F